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Skyhigh Security Products:
- Skyhigh Cloud Access Security Broker
- Skyhigh Cloud-Native Application Protection Platform

Overview:
This leading media company of film, television and digital and comics divisions is dedicated to owning, producing and delivering content to worldwide audiences.

Security Challenges:
When this company is involved in major television and movie projects the workforce required in these productions can swell into the thousands of people including partner entertainment companies, contingent workers and it's own employees. Additionally this collaboration can occur in multiple locations all over the world.

Why Skyhigh Security:
As a cloud first company, they embrace sanctioned applications like Office 365 and Shadow IT in a virtual computing environment. Their goal is to enable employees and their partners to collaborate use the applications they need to help create great entertainment without sacrificing security.

Skyhigh CASB allows this company to have consistency in the rules, policies and configuration of their security posture. It also allows them to provide a better user experience and manage expectations of acceptable use of data.

They are able to then extend their Skyhigh CASB footprint using Skyhigh CNAPP to apply governance and compliance of their AWS and Azure infrastructure, with cloud native data loss prevention, malware detection and threat protection.

“If we are a cloud first company... we embrace sanctioned applications and shadow IT. We use Skyhigh CASB to plug into our network architecture and systems to monitor business critical services...”
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